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1. Introduction
Today, digital printing duly took its niche in the
market of printing and packaging products. And this is due
in the first place to the fact that the quality of imprints of
modern digital machines is not inferior to the quality of
offset printing. The quality of ink-jet printing depends to a
large extent on the technical characteristics of the selected
equipment and the surface properties of the printed substrates. It is known that for digital printing it is necessary
to use expensive paper with a special coating that determines the degree of gloss of the surface. Therefore, ordinary offset papers before ink-jet printing are covered with
primers that ensure good fixation of pigment ink or dye on
paper, a wide field of color coverage, characteristic gloss,
which generally contribute to high quality of imprints [1–
3]. Problems of quality of digital printing attracted the attention of many researchers. Thus, printing quality on inkjet printers was investigated by Buczynski L. [4]. Two
mechanisms of interaction of ink with a substrate in digital
printing are described in his writings by Le H.P. [5]. When
attached to the substrate of dye inks, the dye molecules
dissolve in a solvent that deeply penetrates or absorbed by
a paper lining and its coating. In the case of fixation of
pigment ink, the pigment particles are dispersed in a solvent. In this case, the ink-binding substance penetrates
deeply into the paper substrate, and pigment particles tend
to remain on the surface of the paper.
The type of used ink will depend on the type and
properties of the printed substrate. In turn, the type of ink,
its properties and the interaction with the substrate will
depend on the thickness of the ink layer, which determines
the quality of the image, especially in the color printing.
When using liquid ink, the thickness of the ink layer is 0.5
microns. Digital printing often uses cheap and environmental water-based inks. The behavior of a droplet of water-based ink on paper is investigated by Magdassi S. [6].
During the first ~ 10 μs from the contact of droplets with
the primer, the initially spherical form of droplets changes,
stretches and remains convex on the edges. After the next
~ 20-80 μs, the drop reaches a static shape, having an approximate diameter of the final size of the printed image
element, then it begins to compress, penetrating into the
substrate, and evaporates. The fraction of the individual
steps depends on the chemical composition of the ink and
the climatic conditions, primarily on the temperature. Con-

firmed, that obtaining high-quality printing with waterbased ink requires the use of special coatings on substrates.
The mechanism of interaction of ink droplets with different
paper substrates and bases is investigated in the writings of
Lavery A., Provost J. [7] and shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 A model of the behavior of the ink droplet depending on the type of paper [7]
The specificity of digital printing and the number
of quality related issues are driving the control over a large
number of print options. Among these parameters one can
distinguish the following groups that determine the quality
of the imprints: 1) the quality of the imprints performed by
different types of inks, 2) the quality parameters of the
printed line, 3) the quality of multicolored images overlaying, 4) the quality of the introduction in the two-sided
printing, 5) the same imprints quality in circulation boundaries [8]. The influence of surface properties of offset paper on the quality of digital droplet-jet printing was investigated in [9]. As you can see, the type of the substrate and
the state of its surface has a very great influence on the
quality of the imprints. Therefore, the aim of the research
was to study the effects of developed primers applied to
ordinary offset and coated paper on the imprint quality of
digital droplet inkjet printing.
2. Objects and methods of research
As objects of research were used imprints in the
format of 210×297 mm on offset papers with a grammar of
80 g/m2 and coated papers with a grammar of 170 g/m2, on
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the surface of which primers were applied before the printing. The imprints were received on an Epson Stylus Photo
1410 printer, where the black ink was pigmented, and colored (CMY) - dye, the minimum drop size was 1.5 pl; the
configuration of the machine included 90 nozzles on color,
the technology of photographic ink Claria; print resolution
of 5,760×1,440 DPI. The paper was primed before printing. The primers were obtained on the basis of polyvinyl
alcohol (PVS) interpolymeric complexes of the brand
SUNDY PVA 088-20 of the Chinese firm "SinopecSichuanVinylon Works" (PVA 088-20 - 23 mPa∙sec) with
an optimal concentration of polyvinyl pyrrolidone with a
molecular weight of 12,000±2600. Interpolymeric complexes are obtained in aqueous solutions at different concentrations of PVA (from 10% to 16% by weight). Characteristics of the primers are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Characteristics of primers
No.

Concentration of
PVA, %

Surface tension,
σ×103, J/m2

1
2
3
4

10
12
14
16

57.9
55.5
54.3
53.5

The goniometer PGX (Thwing-Albert Europe)
was used to measure the wetting angle. In the research, the
mode of static measurement was selected with the ability
to measure 10 images per minute and measuring time - 30
seconds. Distilled water drops were applied to the surface
of the test sample using a micropump integrated with the
capillary. The kinetics of penetration of liquid (distilled
water) into a paper structure without a primer and with an
applied primer is investigated using the Emtec PDA device. The principle of operation of the REA apparatus is
based on the change in the intensity of the ultrasound signal, directed to the paper sample at the same time as the
penetration of the liquid into its structure. A piece of paper
is attached by a two-sided self-adhesive tape on a plastic
plate and immersed in a certain liquid. When the sample is
immersed in its direction, an ultrasound signal is sent from
the transmitter at a frequency of 1 or 2 MHz (in tests the
frequency of 2 MHz was used). This signal goes to the
other side of the plate with a receiver with high sensitivity,
and the change in the intensity of the ultrasound signal is
processed by the computer. With the PDA device the following parameters were measured:
- tmax - is the time in which the intensity of liquid
infiltration into the paper structure reaches a maximum [s],
- t95 - the time after which the intensity of penetration decreased to 95% [c],
- W - the wetting phase,
- A30 and A60 - equivalent grades of paper sizing
Cobb30 and Cobb60.
The result of the measurements were graphs of
the intensity of the liquid penetration into the structure of
the paper from the moment of penetration and derivatives
of graphs showing the uniformity of the liquid penetration
into the paper relative to the position of the sensor [10].
To determine the optical density and measure the
color characteristics of the imprint used device X-RITE
528 [11]. The quality of the imprints was also evaluated by

such a parameter as mottle. Mottle (spotting) - a printing
defect, which manifests itself in the uniqueness or heterogeneity of the printed area in the form of a printed spot or
raster field and can be evaluate visually [12]. Determining
this parameter for digital imprints is very important, because the mechanism of creating a digital image can often
cause the phenomenon of spotting.
The uniformity of printing (spotting and graininess) was determined according to ISO/IEC 13660 and
ISO/IEC TS 24790 standards. The ISO/IEC TS 24790:
2017 standard, as well as ISO/IEC 13660: 2001 (now replaced by ISO/IEC TS 24790), determine heterogeneity
digital printing in two intermeshes: on a micro scale, the
heterogeneity is called grainy, and at the macro level it is
like spotting. The determination of these parameters ISO
13660 is to study a measurement area of at least a dimension of 161 mm2 (square area with dimensions
≥12.7×12.7 mm). This area is divided into at least 100
identical squares, which do not overlap each other with an
area of at least 1.61 mm2 (one square cell with dimensions
of 1.27×1.27 mm) [13].
3. Research results
Investigation of the depth of liquid (water) penetration into the structure of the paper surface showed that
the presence of primer on the papers surface significantly
affects the change in the wetting phase (Fig. 2). The coated
paper, due to the fact that it is glued to the mass, creates
resistance to penetration of water during the first stage of
wetting and the phase of wetting is W=0.78, and the time
of reaching the maximum intensity is 0.6 seconds.
On offset papers with a primer, the wetting phase
W=0, and when the paper is immersed in water, there
comes an instant implementation of maximum penetration
(tmax) and a decrease in the intensity of wetting to 95% tmax
(t95). Thus, the presence of the primer accelerates (improves) the process of wetting of the paper surface. In the
second stage it was discovered that the presence of the
primer prevents excessive penetration of water into the
paper structure, as evidenced by the steep inclination of the
penetration curve and by 50% - 35% lower value of A60
(equivalent to Cobb60).
On coated papers, the primer had a decisive influence on the nature of the curves of water penetration into
the paper structure. The presence of the primer completely
changed the curves of water penetration into coated paper
with primer (10%, 12%, 14%, and 16% PVA+PVP) during
penetration (Fig. 3).
The process of water penetration into a paper
without a primer takes place in two stages: in the beginning the paper creates a small resistance to the penetrating
liquid (tmax=2.24, phase of wetting W=0.31), and in the
second stage (upon reaching the maximum intensity of
penetration) dynamically decreases. For papers covered
with a primer, it is possible to distinguish three stages of
the process of liquids penetration in their structure: the first
stage is characterized by the absence of the wetting phase,
that is, the paper with the primer does not create resistance
to liquid penetration at this stage and the curve of the penetration begins to slowly fall from the starting. The next
second stage at the time of 5-6 s begins to grow and reaches its second point of maximum (at about 30-40 s), and
then again begins to decrease gradually.
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Fig. 2 Dynamics curves of water penetration in the offset paper structure (80 g/m ) without a primer and with a primer: a)
penetration curves in time 60 s; b) enlarged fragment of the penetration dynamics curve in time 10 sec

Fig. 3 Dynamics curves of water penetration into coated
paper (170 g/m2) without a primer and with a primer

This curve is inherent in some photographic papers designed for digital ink-jet printing. This penetration
process allows the ink to be positioned near the paper surface / primer, which provides high printing intensity (high
values of optical density). Using the studied primers, similar effects were obtained, which is confirmed by measurements of optical density on the imprints.
The study of the effect of the primer on the basis
of modified PVA on the optical density of the imprints
showed that the presence of the primer on offset and coated papers caused a significant increase in the intensity of
the printing. The optical density in the presence of primers
increased by about 40% on offset paper and more than
70% on coated paper (Table 2).
Table 2

Impact of the primer on the optical density of the digital imprints (Magenta color)
Optical density of drop ink-jet imprints
Concentration of PVA, % in the primer
0
10
Offset paper (80 g/m2)
0.94
1.42
Coated paper (170 g/m2)
1.06
1.83

12
1.42
1.75

14
1.42
1.75

16
1.62
1.64

Results of measurements of mottle and graininess on the imprint (Cyan color) are given in Table 3 and in
Figs. 4 – 6.
Table 3
Parameters of Mottle and Graininess of imprint
(Cyan color)
Type of
paper

offset

coated

Primer
availability
without a
primer
10%
12%
14%
16%
without a
primer
10%
12%
14%
16%

Mottle,
%
1.97

Graininess,
%
3.38

1.4
1.36
1.30
0.96
0.95

3.65
4.42
3.78
3.63
1.27

1.45
1.25
1.15
0.96

4.02
4.20
2.70
3.66

Fig. 4 Photographs (an increase of ×60) of imprint fragment (Cyan) on offset paper without and with a
primer (10%, 12%, 14%, 16%)
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4. Conclusions
Thus, as a result of the research, it has been confirmed that not only expensive paper of a special purpose
can be used for a drop ink-jet digital printing. High-quality
color imprints can also be obtained on ordinary offset and
coated paper, coated before printing with special primers
based on interpolymeric complexes of polyvinyl alcohol,
which will provide sufficient optical density, contrast of
images, and expand the possibilities of digital ink-jet printing.
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Fig. 5 Photographs (an increase of ×60) of color imprint
fragment (Cyan) on coated paper without and with a
primer (10%, 12%, 14%, 16%)
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Fig. 6 Photographs comparison of offset and coated paper
with and without a primer: a) offset paper; b) coated
paper
As the analysis of photos shows, in the case of
offset paper, the use of the primer improved the uniformity
of the print. The mottle decreased (grain size unchanged)
from 1.97% (offset paper without primer) to about 1-1.3%
in the presence of a primer with a concentration 16% and
14%. Offset paper at the expense of random distribution of
fibers and pores between fibers and micropores absorbs ink
not evenly, which leads to an increase in the phenomenon
of spotting (mottle). In addition, offset paper without a
primer is characterized by a greater absorption of ink,
which manifests itself in reducing the optical density of the
imprints of digital printing. In the case of coated paper, an
increase in the mottle parameter was observed. This is obviously due to the fact that the presence of the primer has
led to the fact that drops of ink in the process of drop inkjet printing did not penetrate deeply into the coated paper
and remained in the upper layer of the primer, which
caused a clear increase in saturation and optical density of
the imprint.
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INFLUENCE OF PRIMERS ON THE OPTICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF INK-JET IMPRINTS
Summary
The quality of ink-jet printing depends to a large
extent on the technical characteristics of the selected
equipment and the surface properties of the printed substrates. It is known that for digital printing it is necessary
to use expensive paper with a special coating that determines the degree of gloss of the surface. Therefore, ordinary offset papers before ink-jet printing are covered with

primers that ensure good fixation of pigment ink or dye on
paper, a wide field of color coverage, characteristic gloss,
which generally contribute to high quality of imprints. As
you can see, the type of the substrate and the state of its
surface has a very great influence on the quality of the imprints. Result of the research, it has been confirmed that
not only expensive paper of a special purpose can be used
for a drop ink-jet digital printing. High-quality color imprints can also be obtained on ordinary offset and coated
paper, coated before printing with special primers based on
interpolymeric complexes of polyvinyl alcohol, which will
provide sufficient optical density, contrast of images, and
expand the possibilities of digital ink-jet printing.
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water penetration, graininess.
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